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Tour:

222......

Into the heart of Gobi

info@mongolei.com
www.mongolei.com

A journey into the unknown Gobi, far away from the tourist streams to
the unique Gonioasen and into the habitat of the Mazaalai (Gobi bear).
A trip for the desert lover and expeditionary traveler.
The dimensions of the Gobi Desert are gigantic. About 2,000 kilometers
long and up to 1,000 kilometers wide, the desert stretches from Ulan
Bator in the north to the Kunlun Shan Mountains in the south, from the
foothills of the Tien Shan in the west to Manchuria in the east. For a
long time the exact demarcation was only vaguely defined and it still is
today. The Gobi is thus considered the second largest desert on earth
after the Sahara.
This trip focuses exclusively on the region between the Altai foothills
and the Gobi, the so-called "Trans-Altai-Gobi Region". We deliberately
skip the typical Mongolian sightseeing so that we have more time for
this region and for wildlife watching. This region is famous for its oases
and contains some remote sections with several national parks.
The habitat of the gobi bear is unusual and unique in the world. Brown
bears are actually found in large forested areas rather than isolated in
the desert of the Transaltai-Gobi in the southwestern tip of Mongolia on
the border with China. The region has been declared a strictly protected
nature reserve.
Because of the low water supply and the inhospitable landscape, the
area is almost deserted. Even the frugal goats hardly find enough food
to survive in this area. Only some oasis areas and the outskirts are
populated.
In the southern part of the Gobi near the Chinese border there are several Gobi oases. The biggest and also managed oasis is Echin Gol. All
other oases are managed only temporarily. The majority of them are
lonely and difficult to reach. The optimal retreat for the Gobi bear.
But this trip will also give you enough time to get in touch with the life of
the nomads in the Gobi. You will be able to experience the hospitality
of these very scattered nomads. The life of these people is determined
by nature and its rhythm. The camel is still the most reliable means of
transportation, wool and meat supplier in the Gobi.
This area in Mongolia is very little discovered by tourism and offers on
long distances, deep insights into the original nomadic culture.

Route:
Ulaanbaatar – Bayankhongor – Buuntsagaan Nuur – Kloster
Amarbuyantyn – Shar Hulsny Bulag – südliche Gobi – Dund Toli Bulak
– Hatan Suudlyn bulag – Ekhiin Gol – Nemegt – Geierschlucht (Joly
Am) – Tsagaan Suwarga – Baga Gazriin Chuluun – Ulaanbaatar

Itinerary:
1.

Day Early morning arrival by scheduled flight from Germany. Airport transfer to the hotel and first exploration of the city. You
will see the famous Gandan Monastery with the 27 mtr. high
Buddha statue, the largest dam in the world, the monastery
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museum of the Tschojdshjin - Lama, the most important Lama in the history of Mongolian Buddhism
and a small city tour are also on the program. In the evening you will visit a folklore performance
with traditional musical instruments, snake girls and the famous throat singing.
Accommodation: according to your chosen category, meals: B / L / 2. Day Early in the morning you will be picked up from your hotel and transferred to the bus station. From
there, a comfortable coach will take you directly to Bayankhongor, where you will arrive in the late
afternoon. There will be frequent breaks along the way. In Bayankhongor you will be met by our
team and after a short city tour you will be taken to your hotel.
Accommodation: according to your chosen category, meals: B/ L / D
3. Day Departure from Bayankhongor, after we have bought the last fresh food. Our destination for today
is Buuntsagaan Nuur. A lake in the valley of the Gobi Lakes. The drive there takes us through
different landscapes. The lake, being drainless, is saline, but there are a lot of bird species at its
edge, in the wet zone. We spend the night on the shore.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
4. Day From Buuntsagaan Nuur today we will go to Amarbuyantyn Monastery, which is located on the edge
of the Gobi. Before that we have to pass through the small village of Bayan Undur where we will
replenish food and gasoline, because for the next few days we will not have the opportunity to do
so. Then we drive through a daredevil mountain passage and in the early afternoon we reach the
monastery Amarbuyantyn.
The monastery was founded in 1697 by Tsogchin Khural during the reign of Sonom Ishii. It is the
largest monastery in southwestern Mongolia and there used to be over 41 temples. There is a historical record that the 13th Dalai Lama visited the monastery when he visited Khalkha. The first
incarnation of Amarbuyant Monastery was Dugar Zaisan. Since the first incarnation, 7 incarnations
have been identified. The two characters have a history dating back to a time when Buddhism was
not widely practiced in Mongolia. In early 1937, the Amarbuyant Monastery was closed due to the
repression of the time. Small companies and trading posts from China and Russia had settled in the
area and there were more than 10,000 people living in the surrounding area. The monastery became
famous because of the monk "Dugar Zaisan". He lifted the evil curse of the Tibetan monks.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
5. Day Now we are really going into the Gobi. We drive from the monastery Amarbuyant directly south to
the "Dund Toli Bulak". Bulak can be translated as spring and we will encounter it several times on
this trip. We will continue our journey in the direction of "Shar Hulsny Bulag". The road leads through
a bizarre rocky region. Near Tsahiurt Uul we will finish our journey for today.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
6. Day We are now in the area where the Gobi bear lives. Not that a Gobi bear will run across our path right
away, that is rather unlikely, but in the breaks and in the evening there is definitely the possibility of
it. It is realistic that we will find traces of the Gobi bear. Today we will cover the rest of the way to
the "Shar Hulsny" springs. People, or nomads we will meet on this day possibly in the late afternoon
at the springs. We are now following the route taken by the 13th Dalai Lama in 1904 when he fled
to Mongolia to escape the Younghusband expedition that had previously invaded Tibet. The 13th
Dalai left himself in the Shar Hulsny Oasis for several days before continuing on his way to
Amarbuyant Monastery.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
7. Day The day is planned for exploration around the oasis Shar Hulsny Bulag. North of the oasis there is
a valley with all the debris from the mountains. More interesting is the mountain range further south
with its many gorges. Here we will try to go a few kilometers into the mountains. The oasis Shar
Hulsny Bulag used to be a crossroads of two important caravan routes. One ran from north to south
from Amarbuyant Monastery across the Black Gobi to what is now the Chinese province of Gansu.
The second route ran from east to west. The gorge where the oasis is located was also a place
where robbers liked to stay, waiting for caravans.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
8. Day Drive to Tsagaan Burgasny Bulag oasis. Here is a small research station for the Gobi bear. However, the station is not manned continuously. Continue towards Hatan Suudlyn bulag. At this source
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there is also a border post of the Mongolian government, because it is not far to the Chinese border.
In Tsagaan Burgasny Bulag we will stay for some time.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
9. Day Drive to the only inhabited Gobi oasis in Mongolia Ekhiin Gol. Translated, it means something like
"Mother River." This fertile oasis deep in the southern Gobi produces an enormous amount of fruits
and vegetables and is probably the only place in Mongolia where travelers are served tomato juice
instead of tea when entering a ger. Until about 1920, opium was illegally grown here by Chinese
farmers, until the lama and freedom fighter Dambijantsan abruptly ended the matter by summarily
slaughtering all the Chinese farmers. Ekhiin Gol is located at the foot of the famous mountain „Segs
Tsagaan Bogd“, more than 1,100 km from Ulaanbaatar and a good 180 km from the nearest inhabited village.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
10. Day Today we will spend in the oasis Ekhiin Gol. This day is a "buffer day" because we can't plan exactly
the whole course of the trip, due to the extreme route. The oasis is an Eldorado for the bird lover. A
total of more than 50 different bird species can be observed here with a little luck. Alternatively, the
oasis offers some recreational fun at one of the two lakes that have been created n the middle of
the oasis. But one thing is for sure, after the long time without vegetables, we will again indulge in
fresh vegetables.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
11. Day We depart to our next destination, the sandstone formation "Khermen Tsav". Khermen means "wall"
and Tsav means "crevice". Thousands of years of erosion have formed this majestic gorge. Deep
orange-red are the sandstone cliffs and extremely deep, furrowed by rainwater and wind erosion.
At the highest points, the gorges are up to 1000 mtr. deep. The journey to this natural beauty is not
easy, however, and leads us over long distances through absolutely uninhabited territory.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
12. Day Hiking through the gorges of the Kherman Tsav. Hiking through the Khermen Tsav is like hiking
through an ancient city ruin with many religious stupas and temples. At least that is what the many
rock formations look like. This area was the bottom of the sea ages ago, was uplifted by plate tectonics, and wind and rainwater have exposed many interesting rock formations. The American archaeologist Roy Chapman Andrews called this place "The End of the World". Khermen Tsav is
famous for its natural beauties as well as for its numerous fossils of dinosaurs, which can be found
here without any problems.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
13. Day Drive to the Tsulganaij oases. These oases are located a bit off the track, on the edge of the Gobi
Reserve. The Tsulganaij oases are about 10 km long. The oases, like many oases in the Gobi are
uninhabited, or only sporadically inhabited. Depending on how the summer is, a small stream, which
also invites for bathing, can meander through the oases. In the afternoon we continue our journey
via the spring "Naran Daats" to the gorges of the Nemegt Mountains.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
14. Day Nemegt Canyon or Nemegt Basin is located in Umnugovi Province and stretches across the Gobi
Desert. Scenically, this region is rather inconsequential, but what has made the Nemegt so famous
are its underground treasures. Countless fossils have been found in Nemegt Canyon, including
dinosaur skeletons and dinosaur eggs. Hike through the canyons of Nemegt. With a little luck, we
will find dinosaur bones in the canyons of Nemegt.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
15. Day Drive through the southern Gobi to the region of the village Severey. On the way there, we pass the
small salt works "davsnii uildver". Here the once most precious product salt is extracted naturally.
The salt, which is produced by evaporation in the nearby drainless lake, is extracted by hand in this
salt works and prepared for transportation.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
16. Day Drive to the southern Gobi towards the small village of Noyon. The route leads over small sand
fields and along many crescent dunes. This small village was founded in 1923 and continue towards
Bayandalay, south of the Gobi Gurvan Saikhan National Park.
Accommodation: tent, meals: B/ L / D
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17. Day We will drive east on the southern side of the Gobi-Gurvansaikhan Mountains to the Dungenee
Gorge. Through this unique gorge we will enter the Gobi-Gurvansaikhan Mountains from the south.
Right at the beginning of the gorge the valley narrows so much that our vehicle only barely fits
through. Afterwards we experience the wild romantic rocky landscape of the Gobi-Gurvansaikhan
Mountains. Hike through the Vulture Gorge (Joly Am), where large masses of ice remain until well
into the summer. A small river flowing through the gorge forms the large ice masses in winter, which
melt only slowly in summer. In summer it is pleasantly cool in the gorge. Then we drive to our yurt
camp, where we will enjoy a hot shower and a real bed after the many days in the Gobi.
Accommodation: according to your chosen category, meals: B/ L / D
18. Day We continue through the Gobi to the rock step "Tsagaan Suwarga", which translated means "White
Stupa". The rock formation, about 60 meters high and over 400 meters wide, consists of sedimentary rock. Over centuries, wind and weather have shaped the cliffs and given them their bizarre
appearance. The nomads worship the rocks and call them, the "revered, dearest whites". The original seabed, has created here an interesting limestone rock formation, with a magnificent play of
colors. Just in the setting sun, the rocks shine in a bright orange. We will also visit the "petroglyphs"
(rock drawings / carvings), a kilometer-long band where individual rock drawings can be found again
and again. The rock drawings are the oldest drawings in Mongolia. Unfortunately, in recent years
many of the drawings have been destroyed by vandalism. The remains are now better protected.
Accommodation: according to your chosen category, meals: B/ L / D
19. Day Drive towards Baga Gazriin Chuluu (Small Earth Mother Stones), a unique rock formation within
Mongolia and hike through the unique rock landscape of Baga Gazriin Chuluun (Small Earth Mother
Stones). From the perfectly straight steppe landscape, mountains of granite grow on the horizon,
which have been ground down over thousands of years by the hard wind and the little rain and
formed into interesting rock sculptures. A lunar landscape, 20 kilometers wide with the highest point
at 1,706 meters in the middle of the flat Gobi Desert. In the 19th century there was a small hermiDaye in the area and you can still find the rock paintings of the monks.
The rocks are sacred for the Mongols, there is also the legend that Chingges Khan should have set
up his yurt at this place. The central rock / mountain is 1978 mtr. high. If you climb it, you will be
rewarded with a magnificent view. In this area there are many small springs and also a small mountain lake.
Accommodation: according to your chosen category, meals: F / M /
20. Day Return to Ulaanbaatar and in the afternoon you will have the opportunity to explore the city independently.
Accommodation: according to your chosen category, meals: F / M /
21. Day Airport transfer and return flight
Kilometer Street:
Kilometer Off – Road:
Kilometer Coach
Kilometer Total:

880
1.650
630
3.160

Activities not to be specified in time: Staying overnight with nomads in yurt, participation in local naadam
festivals.
Due to the conditions (weather conditions, condition of the route, high water) within Mongolia, there may be
deviations in the exact itinerary. The tour description is only a guideline for the course of the tour. The tour can
be driven in reverse order due to e.g. adverse weather conditions.

Necessary equipment:
All technical equipment, such as tents, cooking equipment, etc. is provided by Steppenfuchs Reisen. You only
need the things for your personal needs. The list given here is only limited to the things that are necessary
from our point of view and is only meant to give an indication.
Personal laundry, T-shirt or similar, warm jacket, rainwear, sun hat or similar, warm sleeping bag, warm sleeping clothes for the night, sleeping mat, small pillow, washing utensils, towel, bathing clothes, sturdy shoes,
good sunglasses, sunscreen, photo equipment, small flashlight, medicines, if available GPS device. Backpack,
or large travel bag to accommodate everything. Suitcases are rather impractical for this type of travel.
Packing list suggestion: https://www.mongolei.com/pdf_datein/Packliste_EN.pdf
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Performance description:
Accommodation in Ulaanbaatar and in the countryside, according to the price category you choose (see below).
Airport transfer in Ulaanbaatar, tour guide German speaking, entrance fees for museums, national parks and
cultural program, provision of off-road vehicles incl. gasoline and incidental expenses. Costs for horses and /
or camels as shown in the program, full board in the country, in Ulaanbaatar according to the price category
you have chosen.

Not included:
Costs for personal needs, costs for drinks, such as. beer etc., dinner in Ulaanbaatar, travel souvenirs, health
costs, film- photo fees (if necessary), tips, visa costs, or costs related to the visa regulations of Mongolia,
possibly additional nights in yurt camps, vegetarian food in the country. Depending on the price category you
choose, additional costs for accommodation and meals in Ulaanbaatar.

What else:
The reservation for the trip becomes valid only after the signed registration form has been returned to Steppenfuchs Reisen. We recommend the conclusion of a foreign health and travel cancellation insurance. You
can book an insurance here: Hanse Merkur Versicherung
You can find more very useful information about the itinerary and preparation for the trip at the following link:
https://www.mongolei.com/pdf_datein/ReiseInformationen.pdf (German)

Termine:
2022
Start
27.05 Fr
19.06 Su
02.09 Fr
09.09 Fr

End
16.06
09.07
22.09
29.09

Th
Sa
Th
Th

2023
Start
26.05 Fr
18.06 Su
01.09 Fr
08.09 Fr

Airp.
BER
BER
BER
BER

End
15.06
08.07
21.09
28.09

Th
Sa
Sa
Th

Airp.
BER
BER
FRA
FRA

Price:
Steppenfuchs Reisen offers a price range tailored for every budget. From the budget solution, to the "all inclusive" trip. Look for the right offer for you.
Category
A
B
C
D

2 – 3 Pers*)
2.930 €
3.070 €
3.230 €
3.330 €

4 – 5 Pers*)
2.845 €
2.920 €
3.005 €
3.180 €

ab 6 Pers*)
2.500 €
2.595 €
2.760 €
2.840 €

*) All prices without international flights and per person

Category:
A:

In Ulaanbaatar you organize your airport-/ station transfer, accommodation and meals yourself. Overnight stays in tents in the countryside.

B:

In Ulaanbaatar you organize your accommodation and meals yourself. Nomadic yurts stay overnight
in the country.

C:

In Ulaanbaatar overnight stay in a simple guesthouse. You organize the catering in Ulaanbaatar yourself. In the countryside you will spend the night in tents and nomadic yurts.

D:

In Ulaanbaatar you stay in a middle class hotel and have an excellent lunch. In the countryside, only
ger camps are used.
*

) All prices without international flights
) Guest yurts at nomad families, simple sanitary conditions
***
) Yurt camps, two-bed yurts, separate showers and WC, restaurant
**
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Supplements:
Single room hotel plus
Single yurt
Lux yurt (yurt with private bathroom)
Tours via NAADAM (10.7. - 13.7.) Price surcharge of
Supplement for vegetarian food in the countryside
Airport transfer (return flight) promptly after departure

250 €
35 €
45 €
150 €
7€
25 €

Pauschal
p.P. / Nacht
p.P. / Nacht
Pers
Pers/ Day
Pers

If the minimum number of participants is not reached
Small group surcharge 1 People
2 People
3 People

800 €
600 €
400 €

p.P
p.P
p.P

Comments:
All prices in EURO
Schedule information for 2022 / 23
The travel prices for 2023 are not yet fixed. The travel price of 2022 can be taken as a guideline
Arrival / departure day in Ulaanbaatar
Price without flight plus current airfare MIAT, Aeroflot or Turkish Air
Individual dates are possible

The cheap flight to the trip
Benefit from the fact that Steppenfuchs Reisen has concluded a very favorable agreement with Mongolian Airlines (MIAT)
for the necessary flights from Germany to Mongolia. In the season, several times a week directly from Frankfurt or Berlin
Tegel to Ulaanbaatar.
Flights from 870 € pers. (if you use our flight dates) and from 950 € for individual flight dates. Please check our website for
our flight offers ( https://www.mongolei.com )

Helpful links:
Packing list suggestion:

https://www.mongolei.com/pdf_datein/Packliste_EN.pdf

Travel insurance

Hanse Merkur Versicherung

Travel information (german)

https://www.mongolei.com/pdf_datein/ReiseInformationen.pdf

Travel application

https://www.mongolei.com/pdf_datein/Steppenfuchs_Reiseanmeldung.pdf

Route: Tour 222...
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